Main Gate
Park Entrance

**Financial Services**
Purpose: Loan

Take one or more loans at any time. It's easy!

**FAST APPROVAL**
Doesn't use a turn or action!

- **Gain 5 Coins**
- **20 Coins**
- **10 Points**

Guests step:
Each park scores 3 extra stars.

With a title like “Deathcoaster IV”, the movie should be scaring people off, but instead...

**Park limits:**
- Guest capacity: 15
- Super attractions: 1
- Total attractions: 5

**Supergate**
Each park scores 3 extra stars.

This round, each player is affected by:

- **A Bank Error**
  Gain 5 coins.

- **The Festive Season**
  Draw a Park card. You may keep it, or exchange it with a card from the Market up to the same build price.

- **A Change of Plans**
  From the Park cards in your hand, choose one to keep and discard the others.

- **New Safety Standards**
  Injunction.
  Close each attraction that is four icons or more in size unless it has at least one guest services upgrade.

The bank’s most costly error was letting you find out about the previous ones.

The real gift was including the receipt at the bottom of the box.

The new Director of City Planning believes in making a fresh start — then going on as before.

It makes you wonder what exactly was wrong with the old safety standards...
This round, each player is affected by Wear and Tear.

**Inspection.**
For each feature upgrade in your park, pay 2 coins or demolish the upgrade and put the card into your hand.

"Fix the old one if you can, install a new one if you can't, but either way, no nasty accidents."

---

**THE CHECKLIST**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any attraction, with:
  - Any Thrill Ride, with:
    - Any Feature upgrade
  - Any Thrill Ride, with:
    - Any Feature upgrade
  - Any Guest Services upgrade

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- Attractions with star totals of 1, 2, 3, and 4 stars exactly.

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any Thrill Ride, with:
  - Any Feature upgrade

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- Any two identical Guest Services upgrades

---

**MONOMANIA**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Monorail, with:
  - Superior Quality
  - Superior Quality

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- All attractions exactly 4 icons in size

---

**FOR EVERYONE**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any Thrill Ride, with:
  - Any Feature upgrade

**BONUS TARGET**
Complete top section to qualify
- Attractions with star totals of 1, 2, 3, and 4 stars exactly.

**TRANSFORMATION**

**COMPLETE ALL ITEMS**
Penalty if incomplete: 10 points
- Any Theatre or Sideshow, with:
  - Information Kiosk
  - Air Conditioning
  - Vending Machine
  - Robot theme icon

---

**First in Line**

Choose a card from the Market and put it into your hand.

**Dumpster Diving**

Search the Park discard pile and choose a card. Reveal it and put it into your hand.

---

**Anonymous Complaint**

Choose a type of ride attraction, then choose a competitor and close all attractions of that type in their park.

**Drunken Hooligans**

Intrusion. Choose a guest services upgrade in any park and demolish it.

---

"Won't anyone think of the children?"

"It's not a real party until they trash something."

---
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Reveal the top card of the Park deck. You may put it into your hand and stop, or discard it and reveal another, up to a maximum of five cards revealed this way.

Viral Marketing

To play this event, you must also discard another Event card from your hand.

Guests step:
Your park scores a star total equal to its capacity.

Fire Drills

Inspection.
Choose a type of attraction and close all attractions of that type in all parks.

“For the children, ma’am. I’m just doing my job.”

Reconfigure

Choose up to three upgrades in your park and move each of them to any number of suitable attractions in your park.

Robopocalypse 2057

Super Attraction – Thrill Ride

Once per Events step:
You may reveal the top card of the Park deck until you find an upgrade you are allowed to build on this attraction or you empty the deck. You may build it on this attraction immediately for free. Discard any unused cards.

“...and they rise up and enslave humanity, we’re going to regret all these upgrades...”

MegaFactory

Super Attraction – Thrill Ride

Built-in upgrade:
- Guest Services – Air Conditioning

Twister Rollercoaster

Attraction – Thrill Ride

Monorail

Attraction – Leisure Ride

Cable Car

Attraction – Leisure Ride

They still need their meatball masters to supply a steady stream of raw materials — for now.
You may use an action to build a **Robot Theme** on this attraction for free.

After you build this attraction, you may immediately build an upgrade onto it from your hand for free.

Events cannot affect this staff member.

Once per Events step: You may reopen up to two attractions in your park.

Once per Events step: You may block an **Injunction** event from affecting you.

“Welcome, <firstname>! Please enjoy your visit to our newest attraction, Uncanny Valley.”

“Have you tried turning it off and on again?”

By an astonishing coincidence, your newest executive is also the Mayor’s nephew.
After you build this upgrade, you may draw a Park card or an Event card.
After you build this upgrade, you may draw a Park card or an Event card.

Attractions can have more than one Superior Quality upgrade.

After you build this upgrade, you may build an upgrade from your hand onto the same attraction immediately for free.

After you build this upgrade, you may build an upgrade from your hand onto the same attraction immediately for free.